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Beak & Skiff Farms is awaiting a transition to recreational marijuana

New York is promising social equity in its legal
cannabis market, but questions still loom
New York promised that its recreational marijuana market would turn the corner on a
historically exclusive industry.
The state says it wants to create an equitable market that allows small businesses and
people of color to thrive through its licensing process, all while raking in robust tax
revenues and easing access. But California, Colorado and Washington all promised they
would undertake similar initiatives and instead have battled a constantly evolving tax
code and a market that only benefits the well-funded and conglomerates.
Ten months and two governors later, New York is headed down the same road. Businesses
are wondering when licenses will be distributed while localities throughout the state can’t
agree on where and when dispensaries should open.
“For anyone that thinks that they’re getting into cannabis with no money and no
experience and operate on a highly regulated, taxable controlled market — they don’t
really understand the industry they’re getting into,” said Alan Gandelman, president and
co-founder of Head and Heal and president of the New York Cannabis Growers and
Processors Association.
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Allan Gandelman, co-founder of Head & Heal and president of the New York Growers and Processors
Association
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The reality of New York’s recreational cannabis market is at odds with its lofty goals. New
York’s current trajectory isn’t the game-changer it once hoped, and time is running out.
“The challenge is going to be the big multi-state operators versus the local businesses,”
Said Eddie Beak, president of Beak and Skiff in upstate, New York.
Beak is a fifth-generation farmer whose primary business is ciders and spirits. He took the
business into the hemp space in 2011, hoping to capitalize on the explosion in CBD sales
nationwide.

Beak & Skiff facilities in Lafayatte, New York

Overproduction led to the a nationwide CBD market crash. Beak then made the decision
to transition to alcohol and is now hoping to grow and process recreational marijuana.
Beak is well-positioned to transition. His farm can meet most of the state’s requirements to
be a fully operational processing facility, which he says isn’t the case for most small
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“The hope is that some of these local businesses have a shot in the space — a lot of people
have already been hurt in the business by over-expanding and taking on too much debt,”
Beak said.

The tasting room at Beak and Skiff, where Beak has found a new lifeline with a line of spirits

New York won’t allow vertical integration into the recreational market, so people like Beak
can’t control more than one aspect of the marketplace. Businesses operating in one facet
of CBD or hemp sale in the state can’t move up the ladder in the industry, which experts
say is meant to keep the market from being overtaken by big operators and conglomerates.
But a handful of companies already control the medical marijuana market in New York.
Some of those companies sought to capitalize once recreational marijuana became legal
and jumped to get their hands on as much storefront property as possible.
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“ We can’t rely on the early growth metrics and projections out of [states like]
Colorado as a guide.”
With big-budget holes and questions about how the state would fill them, New York
passed the Marijuana Regulation and Taxation Act in March 2021. The bill and ensuing
legislation called for the creation of the Office of Cannabis Management, which would
oversee the implementation and regulation of marijuana in New York.
But former Governor Andrew Cuomo made no appointments to the OCM. Deadlines for
key issues like home plant growth came and went.
Incumbent governor Kathy Hochul sought to speed up the process. She made
appointments to the board including Reuben R. McDaniel III, the president and CEO of
the Dormitory Authority of the State of New York, and Jessica Garcia, who previously
worked as an assistant to the president at the United Wholesale and Commercial Workers
Union.
Hochul sold the appointments as a way to catch up New York’s stalled legalization effort
after Cuomo’s initial announcement. In McDaniel III, a former investment banker with
private equity experience, and Garcia, a labor union official, Hochul has tried to bring the
state experts from a wide array of fields to navigate the new market.
The problem is that New York, Hochul, and the OCM are already making mistakes. Hochul
has done little other than speeding up appointments. The governor hasn’t given the OCM
any deadline for regulations to be in place or offered more guidance to businesses. The
governor announced in early January a plan to allocate $200 million in social equity
spending for businesses of color. The money will come from collecting taxes and licensing
fees, meaning the money likely won’t be accessible until several players have already
established a strong foothold.
What’s also likely is that projections of tax revenues won’t materialize, says Lucy Dadayan,
senior research associate at the Urban Institute.
“The main driver of legalization of recreational marijuana in New York is usually the idea
that it will bring in more revenues,” Dadayan said. “But we can’t rely on the early growth
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For example, Colorado’s revenues from taxing its recreational market only brought in only
3% of its total endowment from taxes as of 2020 — and that was one of the best years for
marijuana taxes Colorado has had since 2014.
State Senator Liz Kreuger, one of the architects of the recreational bill, did not respond to
a request for comment.

Colorado thought legal marijuana would be as easy as regulating alcohol.
The state introduced legal recreational marijuana in 2012. When they struck a deal,
taxation on cannabis was capped at 15% for recreational sales. The rest of the money
would go to health care, including substance abuse programs and schools.
But what Colorado didn’t expect was the regulations to become a living document.
The tax code was constantly tinkered with to both meet demand and entice consumers
away from the illicit market. The state estimated it would collect $70 million in annual
revenue from taxes.
The high taxes turned off consumers. Within a year of passage, illegal sales were more
than double legal sales.
“Once you allow people to legally grow marijuana in their homes, you lose control of the
black market in a huge way,” said George Braucher, former district attorney for Colorado’s
13th district.
Braucher says his time at the district attorney’s office was mired with difficulties
controlling the illicit market. At first, he says, experts and law enforcement officials
viewed legal recreational cannabis as akin to alcohol and would be regulated in the same
way.
But instead of eliminating the black market, legal recreational cannabis legitimized the
black market. Braucher says illegal operations grew bigger and more complex as more
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Because at-home growth expanded, illicit operators banked on being ahead of law
enforcement. Issuing warrants for raids on large-scale operations were rare, Braucher
said, and often left himself and police at a standstill.
New York faces a similar prospect since New York regulations currently allow for six fullsize adult plants to be grown privately.
And Colorado isn’t alone in its battle against the illicit market. Washington still struggles
to curb an illicit market that is more attractive than its legal one. California’s illegal sales
still eclipse its legal market and are growing annually.
But at-home marijuana growth isn’t a cut and dry issue. Paul Armentano, founder and
president of the NORML Foundation, says that allowing consumers to grow at home while
legislation is yet to be implemented is necessary to bridge the gap.
“The question facing localities is, what kind of marijuana sales do you want?” Armentano
said. “If you want to disrupt the market then you need to provide an alternative.”

New York State Municipalities in Favor of
Dispensary Sale
The New York State default is for each municipality to allow dispensaries unless a
region votes otherwise. Data is not yet available for Bronx, New York, Kings,
Queens and Richmond counties according to the Rockefeller Institute of
Government
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California has struggled because its localities disagree on whether or not to allow
dispensary sale throughout the state, further complicating a blanket recreational market.
“Actions that limit opportunities for cannabis businesses, including local prohibitions on
[a] cannabis activity, have severe consequences for business owners,” said Christina
Dempsey, acting director of external affairs for California’s Department of Cannabis
Control. “Local prohibitions remove all opportunity for businesses to succeed and force
consumers to turn to unlicensed, unregulated sources for cannabis.”

“a lot of people have already been hurt in the business by over-expanding and taking
on too much debt”
New York is banking on rules that favor entrepreneurs of color and others who suffered
from the enforcement of marijuana prohibitions. By not allowing vertical integration, the
Empire State hopes to prevent big conglomerates and corporate entities from controlling
everything from growing to selling cannabis.
But the state has yet to issue guidance and details. The office of Cannabis management did
not respond to several requests for comment on its equity program and how it will
implement its rules.
“Anytime you’re artificially limiting the pool of players who can participate in an industry
and imposing high regulatory fees, you’re going to end up with a fairly particular kind of
clientele,” Armentano said.
Armentano says lawmakers can do better to clarify the mixed messages coming from
Albany. While New York is throwing out promises and goals, he says, it’s culminating in a
mixed bag that may end up being too audacious for New York to undertake. Entering the
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The office of cannabis management says that its goal is to award 50% of licenses to “social
and economic equity applicants” which includes “distressed farmers” and communities
largely and disproportionately subject to the adverse effects of the War on Drugs.
Some of the barriers to entry come from the stiff rules New York has already outlined. The
state says any entity producing legal recreational cannabis must process its product in a
facility that meets the state’s medical-grade requirements. This is to ensure the marijuana
is safe and thoroughly vetted. New York’s guidelines say that producers must use carbon
dioxide that is at least 99.5% pure for marijuana production, or at the same level as
acceptable foods.
But the state’s cannabis board hasn’t addressed whether such a hefty requirement will
discourage smaller businesses and equitable entrepreneurs from entering the space.
Operating, or even starting a food-grade facility takes years.
New York’s stance toward equity is at odds with its literal rules as the rollout continues.
There are still yet to be concrete sentiments or regulations that counter this barrier to
entry for smaller businesses. Entrepreneurs of color already have difficulties raising
capital for a variety of better-established endeavors.
And people like Eddie Beak have heard this song before.
Thus far, New York has done little to distinguish itself other than its list of promises and
goals, which states like California know all too well.
“Most folks can’t afford to be in the industry — they can’t afford the application fees let
alone the operation fees,” said Bonita Money, founder of the National Diversity and
Inclusion Cannabis Alliance.
Consider California, where Los Angeles was to be the pillar of diversity in the industry, she
says, until conglomerates exploited state loopholes.
To participate in California’s cannabis social equity program, applicants need to qualify as
low income but such people could hardly afford the entry costs..
“Being low-income, how can you afford a $7,000 application fee that’s non-refundable?,”
https://medium.com/@brian.evans63/new-york-is-promising-social-equity-in-its-legal-cannabis-market-but-questions-still-loom-ff3dbc0734e8
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And the problems didn’t stop there. Money says leases are still hard to come by at a
reasonable price given lasting-stigma toward the industry.
Money is doubtful that New York can do better. She cautions that the state legislators
writing the policies don’t truly understand the industry and the challenges that arise from
legalizing a schedule-1 substance at the state level.

“The more jurisdictions that provide opportunities for cannabis businesses to grow,
the more likely we are to see cannabis businesses succeed.”
Even if New York moves swiftly to issue licenses, there’s still a geographical issue to be
worked out.
“In many states, where localities can impose moratoriums in their local areas on licensed
cannabis sales, consumers have no real retail market,” Armentano says.
Armentano says that California is still dealing with this exact issue without remedy.
Roughly 70% of local and small communities outside of the larger cities don’t allow legal
recreational sale.
And it’s even more complicated when two markets — a medical and recreational one —
need to co-exist. The void for valid information relating to safe cannabis use becomes
more complicated when the market is centered around only the most densely populated
areas which will inevitably grow the illicit market.
Most illicit sales don’t come with a warning label or dosage recommendation.
“A lot needs to be done with legislators to make sure that they’re talking to recreational
users to understand that [cannabis] is a powerful and complicated plant,” said Dr.
Kenneth Weinberg, chief medical officer of Cannabis Doctors.
Weinberg says that he hoped that the OCM would include doctors in the conversation and
planning. Some patients he’s encountered as recently as this year, he says, don’t even
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